
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FOR THE SECOND HALF OF THIS TERM OUR TOPIC IS “Benin”. DIP INTO THE ACTIVITIES ABOVE WITH YOUR CHILD. YOU DON’T HAVE TO DO THEM 

ALL! YOUR CHILD CAN PRESENT THEIR LEARNING IN A WAY THAT THEY WOULD LIKE (BE IMAGINATIVE!) AND BRING IT INTO SCHOOL AS THEY 

COMPLETE IT TO SHARE WITH THEIR CLASS. ALL ACTIVITIES ARE OPTIONAL.  

GET ACTIVE 

Play a traditional African 

children‘s game in a group of 3 or 

more: for example 

 Fire on the Mountain (see 

below) 
 

 

GET COOKING 

There is a strong French influence in 

Beninese cuisine. Meat is often only eaten 

on special occasions. Have a look at these 

recipes. Which do you like the look of? 

Can you try to make any? 

http://www.healthy-

life.narod.ru/wor_ek22.htm 

GET 

RESEARCHING 
 

What do modern farmers 
in Benin farm and what 
problems do they have? 
Research the issues 
connected with farming 
in Africa and produce a 
research board to 
present your findings.  

          

                                

                              
 

 

GET WRITING 
Between 1884 and 1914 the ‘Scramble 

for Africa’ saw European countries and 

The United States dividing Africa and 

colonising it. Imagine you are an African 

King. Write a letter persuading them to 

leave your land alone. 
 

 

GET CREATIVE 
Benin textiles have bold bright 

patterns. Copy your favourites. 

Can you design your own in the 

same style? 

 
  

 

GET PLAYING      
Tsoro Yematato (see below) is a 

traditional board game for 2 people. 

Draw the board & play with 3 counters 

each (rules attached) 

  
 

GET 

DESIGNING 
Benin coral beads were worn both 

around necks and to decorate hair.  

Design your own piece of jewellery  

 

GET EARNING 

HOUSE POINTS 

Create a film based on the 

‘community’. Record it on 

any device and save it onto a 

USB. Enter this in the Priory 

Oscars and you will earn 20 

HPs for entering, 60 for 

winning a prize or 100HPSs 

for being voted the best 

overall film. You can work 

with friends and family to 

create and edit the film.  

 

  

Benin 

http://www.healthy-life.narod.ru/wor_ek22.htm
http://www.healthy-life.narod.ru/wor_ek22.htm


Tsoro Yematatu (Zimbabwe, Africa) 

Tsoro Yematatu is a two-player abstract strategy game from Zimbabwe. Players first drop their three pieces onto 
the board, and then move them to create a 3 in-a-row which wins the game. It is similar to games like Tapatan, 
Achi, Nine Holes, Shisima, and Tant Fant. However, what makes this game unique is that pieces can jump over each 
other (without capture) which adds an extra dimension in the maneuverability of the pieces. 
 
Goal: 
To be first to create a 3 in-a-row with one's pieces 
 
Rules: 
1. The board is empty in the beginning. Players decide what color pieces to play, and who starts first. 
 
2. Each player drops one piece per turn on any vacant point on the board. Players alternate their turns. Pieces 
cannot be moved until all six pieces have been dropped. Observe that after all pieces have been dropped, there is 
only one vacant point on the board. 
 
3. A piece can be moved one of two ways: a) A piece can move one space per turn onto a vacant point following 
the pattern on the board, or b) a piece can jump over another piece (friend or foe) adjacent to it, and land on a 
vacant point on the other side; the jump must be in a straight line and follow the pattern on the board. There are 
no captures in this game. 
 
 

Fire on the Mountain 
 
Game Instructions 
The aim of the game is to be the player who stays in the game the longest. 
 
You need at least 3 players for this game to work. Choose a leader. The leader should come up with a key word eg ‘cheese’ and tells it to the 
group. It can be anything. Then all players lie on their backs. 
 
 
The leader shouts out "Fire on the mountain!" All the players respond with "Fire!" but stay lying down. Then the leader shouts out "Fire on the 



river!" Again the players reply with "Fire" but do not jump up. This continues on with the leader changing the last word of the phrase. He tries 
to think of as many different places for the fire. 
 
The leader is able to shout out the key word at any time, as part of the phrases or in between them. When he shouts it out the players must all 
jump up. The last one to jump up is out of the game. 
 
The winner is the player who stays in the game the longest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


